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”Setting the Table 18 C. Hester Bateman,
Silversmith.”

COFFEE TALKS
April 11th at 10 a.m.
Museum of Fine Arts
Call: 727. 896-2667
for details.

!
!
Coﬀee Pot - 1777

I have been at the St. Petersburg Museum
of Fine Arts as their “performing and literary
teaching artist” for over 20 years now. This
position has afforded me the opportunity to
research and write about women artists to
whom I hadn’t paid any attention and knew
next to nothing about! So, when offered the
chance to explore the life and times of
HESTER BATEMAN, a successful woman
entrepreneur living in the London of “mad
King George” how could I resist!

received little or no formal education. Before
the Industrial Revolution most small
businesses were actually "mom and pop"
ventures, so when a woman was widowed,
she was highly trained and was, as in
Hester’s case, the brains of the enterprise.
The combination of her lively and dominant
personality plus her talent for business as
well as her gift for emphasizing the
simplistic, elegant forms of her craft, made
her Queen of the Georgian Silversmiths.

Briefly - here is what I found out: There is no
record of her childhood. All relevant
documents of her trade are signed with the
"cross of the illiterate," indicating that she

The script, costume and presentation (I
promise) will be ready for it’s world premier!
- Sounds as grand as the beautiful
silverware on display.
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Local artist KAREN TREMMEL
reproduced BLANCHE’s portrait
of Virginia Woolf beautifully for my use as a
theatrical prop.!
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Jacques Émile Blanche’s
portrait of Virginia Woolf
can be seen today at the
Rhode Island School of Design –
Providence.
RISD is ranked among the best art and
design universities in the United States.!

!
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On April 5th, 2018 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Gulfport Library (5501 28th Ave S. in Gulfport) I
will present “Between the Lines”, one of my
newer scripts, in the character of Virginia Woolf.
Call 727.893-1074 for directions and details.

!About Virginia Woolf (1882 – 1941):
!An English novelist, critic, and essayist ranks as

one of England's most distinguished writers of the
middle part of the twentieth century. During the
interwar period, Woolf was a significant figure in
London literary society and a member of the
Bloomsbury Group. Her most famous works
include the novels Mrs Dalloway (1925), To the
Lighthouse (1927) and Orlando (1928), and the
book-length essay A Room of One's Own
(1929), with its famous dictum,
"A woman must have money and a room of her
own if she is to write fiction."

!Although her popularity decreased after World

War II, her stories rang true again for readers
during the feminist movement of the 1970s and
stir imaginations today.
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Throughout her life, Virginia Woolf was plagued
by periodic mood swings and associated mental
illnesses. Though this instability often affected her
social life, her literary productivity continued with
few breaks throughout her life.

!The presentation set in 1939 as Virginia

contemplates how she writes and her future. For
an adult audience that is familiar with her writings.

!About Jacques-Emile Blanche (1861-1942):
!An accomplished musician – he could decipher

most scores and play the piano “divinely”; he
published more than 40 books and was a
respected art critic in the daily press. As a result
of his many talents he gained the reputation of
being a writer who painted badly and a painter
who wrote too much.

!At the end of his life, Blanche was very interested

in the Bloomsbury Group. He wanted especially
to meet Virginia Woolf and this was made
possible by Roger Fry in 1927. Blanche was
interested in Virginia’s complex prose and
commented: “She is simply an artist, and an artist
of genius at that.”
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